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About the Federal Mobility on Demand Project  
Mobility on demand (MOD) refers to transportation services that can be hailed in real-time for an 
impending trip. MOD integrates data such as location tracking and traffic conditions, with user-
entered destination and payment information. Though most MOD services are designed for users 
to interface using a smartphone, MOD can be requested through a web browser or call center, 
which can increase accessibility and equity of the service for people without access to a 
smartphone, people vision impairments, people who require non-English communication, and 
others. While MOD is not a new concept, recent technological advancements facilitate its 
deployment in a new way. Its role in the future of transit systems is yet to be determined. 
 
In May 2016, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) announced $8 million in funding for its 
Mobility on Demand Sandbox Demonstration Program. The program is part of FTA’s support of 
transit agencies, government entities, educational institutions, and communities as they 
experiment with on-demand mobility tools such as smart phone applications and shared mobility 
services to augment and enhance existing transit agency services. MOD Sandbox was developed 
to test new ways to encourage multimodal, integrated, automated, accessible, and connected 
transportation. Among the key features of the program is its focus on local partnerships and 
demonstrated solutions in real-world settings.  
 
Some of the eligible activities applicants could propose to advance MOD and transit integration 
were new business models for planning and development, the acquisition of new equipment, 
services, software and hardware, and operation of the project in a real-world setting. Eligible 
partners included public transportation providers, state and local departments of transportation, 
federally recognized Indian tribes, private for- and not-for-profit organizations, transportation 
service operators, state or local government entities, consultants, research institutions and 
consortia, and not-for-profit industry organizations. In October 2016, 11 projects were selected 
for funding (see the Appendix.) 
 
The largest project awarded was a two-region partnership between Los Angeles and the Puget 
Sound Region. The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LA Metro) 
collaborated with King County, Washington Metro Transit (King County Metro) and the Central 
Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority (Sound Transit) on a project to contract with a 
transportation network company (TNC) to provide first/last mile service to select transit stations 
near disadvantaged communities. This proposal included evaluation and reporting by the Eno 
Center for Transportation and local research universities. The FTA awarded the team a grant of 
$1.35 million for the pilot and corresponding research. 
 
The stated overall goal of the Los Angeles/Puget Sound project is to: 1) define how TNC services 
can be aligned with existing transit service to serve an effective first-mile/last-mile solution; 2) 
define how key partners can cost-effectively ensure equal access for individuals with disabilities 
and low incomes; 3) demonstrate payment integration across transit operator and TNC platforms, 
specifically to enable service to lower income and unbanked populations. 
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1. Introduction 
New privately-run mobility services are now ubiquitous in many urban regions. These 
include ride-hailing (e.g., Uber, Lyft, and Via) as well as on-demand micro-mobility 
services such as shared electric scooters and bicycles. While these services are private 
ventures, companies and public entities can partner to deliver services that augment or 
enhance public transit.1 The formal basis for these relationships are often codified in a 
legal contractual agreement. These contracts are essential, allowing cross-sector 
partnership and goal setting, as well as legal assignment of risks, liabilities, requirements, 
and payments. 
 
Of course, public transportation agencies contracting with private entities for services is 
not a new concept. Agencies routinely form agreements for services, ranging from 
information technology to station cleaning to bus and paratransit operations. Lessons and 
best practices for those traditional agreements abound.2 
 
What is different with the new mobility on-demand (MOD) services is that they are often 
run by startup companies with different business models and expectations. Public 
agencies and MOD companies alike have limited experience contracting on these types of 
services. Startups rely on venture capital to subsidize service and attract riders, and often 
operate at a loss to establish market share and lure customers. Some studies have 
suggested that these services compete directly with public transit, further incentivizing 
transit agencies to explore partnerships.3 However, policies and best practices for service 
partnerships between public transit agencies and private ride-hailing companies are still 
nascent. Existing regulations do not necessarily line up with the kinds of services offered 
by MOD companies, often creating conflicts or misunderstanding regarding eligibility, 
data sharing, and project mission.4  
 
A clear, robust contract is thus fundamental to any MOD partnership. However, aligning 
actions, data sharing, and risk allocation between parties with distinct goals and 
operating procedures is time-consuming and difficult. Agreeing in writing to the duties of 
each party involved establishes roles and responsibilities, leading to a clear relationship 
and understanding of each party’s goals and intentions. If done effectively, establishing 
data sharing agreements, assigning risks, and stipulating performance metrics guides 
both parties towards desired outcomes throughout the term of the agreement. A good 
contractual relationship also allows for fine-tuning and flexibility if changes occur or new 
information arises.  
 
Best practices and lessons learned from existing contracts and partnerships can facilitate 
knowledge sharing and produce improved processes and greater odds of program success. 
The MOD Sandbox project in the Los Angeles and Puget Sound regions provides a 
valuable case study for contracting as the project includes public, private, and research 
organizations as well as two distinct local contexts under the same national program. 
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This paper covers the process that developed the contracts for the MOD Sandbox pilot 
projects in the Los Angeles and Puget Sound regions. It discusses the nuances of 
interactions between private companies and public agencies, including non-disclosure 
agreements, data sharing, and the challenges and opportunities faced between the transit 
agencies and the MOD provider as well as between the other entities involved in the 
service provision and evaluation of the project. It compares and contrasts how contracts 
developed between transit agencies, private sector providers, and researchers. It concludes 
with recommendations for how the contracting process can be improved to ensure better 
project outcomes.  

2. Background 
The federal government, states, localities, and transit agencies all have rules and 
regulations that govern how public entities procure and contract with each other and with 
the private sector to provide a range of services. This section covers some of the laws and 
regulations that are most applicable to contracts between transit agencies and private 
providers of MOD type services. Certain regulations might be waived through FTA 
research grant-funded pilots, but most will apply to future ongoing service agreements 
undertaken beyond the pilot period.  
 
Contracting and procurement of services is crucial to the success of any public agency. The 
American Public Transportation Association (APTA) calls it the “single most important 
factor for a public transit agency’s bottom line.”5 For MOD services, the contract is a 
legally binding relationship between the transit agency and the private provider and 
includes all the types of commitments that obligate both parties to execute a successful 
partnership. When successful, contracts can reduce costs, improve safety, increase quality, 
and enhance a transit system’s reputation.6  

2.1 Federal Laws and Regulations 
National laws govern how federal transit funds should be used when an agency contracts 
with a private entity. The requirements define eligibility, agency responsibilities, and 
procedures while also providing guidance for contract language, disputes, modifications, 
and other factors relating to contracting. Fortunately, comprehensive and insightful 
guidance exists and agencies looking to contract should work with their legal offices and 
familiarize themselves with the details of federal and industry resources.7 Contract and 
procurement laws are constantly changing, so modifications to regulatory requirements 
may not be reflected in the most current guidance. Current federal or local laws always 
supersede any guidance, as guidance is not legally binding.8  
 
The following three guides—summarized below—provide a review of, and best practices 
for, federal requirements for services contracts:  

• Federal Transit Administration Circular 4220.1F 
• Federal Transit Administration’s Best Practices Procurement & Lessons Learned 

Manual  
• American Public Transportation Association’s Procurement Handbook 
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Before starting the process of contracting, an agency should determine whether the 
services they are interested in acquiring are eligible for federal assistance.9 In the case of 
the MOD Sandbox project, agencies developed projects to fit the requirements around the 
federal assistance available. But projects still had to abide by current federal transit 
laws.10 For example, Section 5307 Urbanized Area Formula Grants can be used for capital 
projects, planning, specifically defined job access and reverse commute projects, and for 
operating costs in very small cities and towns. Agencies must also comply with all parts of 
the Americans with Disabilities Act.11 Agency staff need to check federal eligibility 
requirements for the portion of funding they intend to use for their project.  
 
Federal civil rights laws and regulations often affect the types of services that can be 
acquired using FTA assistance. Examples include:  

• Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. No recipient of federal funds is allowed to 
discriminate on the basis of race, color or national origin.12  

• Environmental Justice laws. Minority and low-income populations are protected 
against disproportionately high and adverse effects of federally assisted programs.13 

• Limited English Proficiency rules. Recipients of federal financial assistance are 
required to assist transit users that are not proficient in English.14 

• Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability. Each third-party contractor and each 
subrecipient at any tier of the project are required to comply with the applicable 
laws and regulations for nondiscrimination on the basis of disability, including 
specific requirements on public and private providers of transportation. This 
includes requirements (and exceptions for) for design, construction, usability for 
wheelchairs, complementary paratransit services, and equal opportunity.15  

• Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program. Agencies must have a plan that 
describes how it will encourage firms that are majority owned and operated by 
women and minorities to bid and win contracts or subcontracts associated with the 
work.i 

 
While the specifics of each of these laws should be analyzed in the context of each 
individual project, they broadly mean that agency staff need to design their service such 
that: 1) it serves a diverse geography of the region; 2) the service does not discriminate or 
limit access to people that do not speak English or that use a wheelchair; and 3) contracts 
include or attempt to include disadvantaged businesses in the procurement.ii,16 
 
Federal labor laws are also important to consider when creating contracts for transit 
services. Federal grants require that agencies and contactors pay prevailing wage rates to 

 
 
i A recipient required to have a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program may not structure its operations 
expenditures so that an unreasonable proportion of contracts that could be performed by DBEs are removed from its 
DBE program. 
ii Federal requirements for the MOD Sandbox program vary from other federally funded public transportation projects in 
that Title VI fare equity analysis is only required at the close out of the pilot, and there are no preferences for 
disadvantaged business inclusion. 
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employees, although it does not stipulate whether those jobs should be unionized or not.17 
Federal labor laws also subject all mass transit systems that receive federal financial aid 
to labor protection requirements intended to protect the rights of incumbent workers and 
applies whether the agency is contracting or using in-house employees for service 
operations.18  
 
Federal law also restricts the types of contracts that agencies can use with private sector 
entities. For example, “cost plus a percentage of cost” contracts and subcontracts that 
automatically provide more money to private entities when costs escalate are prohibited 
under federal law. This form of contract enables profits to increase in proportion to dollars 
spent, providing an incentive to be inefficient.19 
 
The FTA best practices manual provides guidance for contracts for agencies using federal 
dollars. However, FTA regulations only apply to third party contracts that are funded 
when they utilize federal assistance.20 Yet even within federal regulations myriad 
exceptions exist to allow the federal government to create pilot programs—like MOD 
Sandbox—that enable transit agencies to use federal dollars to test and evaluate 
innovative services without requiring them to meet all federal contracting and 
procurement rules. 
 
For example, USC Section 5312 of Title 49 allows the Secretary of Transportation to make 
grants and enter into contracts, cooperative agreements, and other agreements for 
research, development, demonstration, and deployment projects, and evaluation of public 
transportation research and technology. U.S. DOT created FTA’s MOD Sandbox Program 
out of this section, allowing agencies to submit ideas on how to test new forms of transit 
services. The law gives the Secretary broad discretion on how these pilots meet federal 
requirements but note that long-term deployment of a MOD service will have to comply 
with all regulations.  

2.2 Local Laws and Regulations 
Many agencies fund their operations with local dollars, allowing them to create their own 
procurement and contracting rules. Myriad regulations exist in each state, locality, and 
transit agency, although many simply follow federal rules for their own local dollars. 
Agency staff should consult their legal team and review local rules and regulations to 
evaluate whether their contracting and procurement is in compliance. Some local laws and 
regulations have room for interpretation. Agency legal teams can provide 
recommendations and guidance, but ultimately procurement teams have to use discretion 
in developing a project that falls within legal bounds, allows for innovation, and responds 
to the local context.   
 
FTA Circular 4220.1F states that if local laws do not address a particular aspect of 
procurement adequately, federal direct procurement principles can provide useful 
guidance. However, if federal requirements conflict with local rules—for example with 
regard to the competitive bidding process—FTA will work to try and find a way to proceed 
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with the project but still reserves the right to amend or terminate assistance if federal 
rules are not appropriately addressed.21 
 
Local or agency-based procedures for contracting also vary and can lead to different 
agreements and timelines for approval and finalization. For example, despite being on the 
same proposal, there were differences in agency requirements for sole sourcing service 
procurement in Los Angeles and the Puget Sound region. This led to varied timelines and 
delays in the roll out of the MOD Sandbox pilot. 

3. Case Study: Los Angeles and Puget Sound MOD Pilot 
The Los Angeles Metro and Sound Transit/King County Metro MOD Pilot project involves 
complicated contractual agreements between different levels of government, agencies, 
institutions, and private companies. This section discusses the process from proposal to 
signing to mid-project revisions, highlighting elements of the contract as well as 
supporting documentation. In this pilot, contracting necessarily went beyond a standard 
legal agreement, and included detailed statements of work and non-disclosure 
agreements. 

3.1 Project Organization  
LA Metro initially formed a partnership with a private MOD provider, Lyft, and took the 
lead on the proposal to FTA during initial planning stages. The agency reached out to 
Sound Transit and King County Metro to develop a unique and research-oriented proposal 
comparing two distinct urban regions. The proposal built in a research team for each 
region to analyze the project from an external perspective. That team included the Eno 
Center for Transportation, the University of California-Los Angeles, the University of 
Washington, and later the University of Oregon. The transit agencies contracted out 
customer surveying to private companies. As the project evolved, changes and additions 
were made to the project team as well as additional subcontracted entities. 
 
Although much of the focus on the MOD Sandbox project lies in collaboration between 
public agencies and private companies, partnerships between public agencies also bring 
unique contracting and procurement challenges. When different local and state laws come 
into play, as well as differences in agency goals, rules, and demographic and geographic 
contexts, parallel operations can become even more complicated. Provisions in the contract 
between a transit agency and MOD provider, such as wheelchair accessible services, 
varied slightly within the Los Angeles and Puget Sound regions, resulting in differing 
service agreements. 
 
In addition, many aspects of the contracting, such as data sharing, had to go through all 
agencies and research members. The Seattle Department of Transportation contributed to 
the project by agreeing to pay King County Metro for longer service hours and additional 
service areas, which work towards shared objectives of the City and both transit agencies. 
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Each institution added a necessary service and/or expertise to conduct and assess the 
MOD pilot in the context of the FTA MOD Sandbox. As of Spring 2019 the team conducted 
pre-pilot data collection, launched the service, and by Fall 2019 is in the midst of further 
data collected and analysis. However, the contracting process took over two years to 
finalize.iii 

 
Figure 1: Contractual Agreements Between Key Actors 

3.2 The MOD Service Provider 
The MOD Sandbox project is designed to foster partnerships between public agencies and 
private MOD providers to augment existing public transit services. As a part of the 
original proposal, LA Metro and Sound Transit identified Lyft as the MOD service 
provider. During the proposal process, Lyft agreed in principle to basic service provisions, 
including providing wheelchair accessible vehicle service within the platform, likely 
through sub-contracting arrangements, and data sharing provisions.22 The contract 
between LA Metro and FTA was finalized in January 2017 and referred to Sound Transit 
and King County Metro as partner agencies and Lyft as the service provider (see Figure 
2). 
 
 

 
 
iii The long contracting process is not unique to this project. The MOD Sandbox project for TriMet in Portland Oregon for 
integrated trip planning with transit and MOD providers also spent over two years in the contracting process and 
dropped Lyft from the contract in the end. 
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Figure 2: Project Timeline, Select Events 
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By the time of the award, the transit agencies had not yet finalized the scopes of work and 
contracts with Lyft or the other partners in the project. Before finalizing the contract, the 
agencies began to identify the parameters that would define the service provided by Lyft. 
This included wheelchair accessible vehicle availability, fare integration methods, and 
data sharing agreements, though at this stage service level requirements and specific data 
requests had not yet been decided. As those discussions went on, it became clear that Lyft 
was unable to meet the requirements of the project as outlined within the proposal.  
 
When the LA Metro project team realized that the negotiations with Lyft had stagnated, 
they received approval from the FTA to consider another provider. They also sought 
counsel from their standing Advisory Board of transportation academics and practitioners 
from California and across the country. The Advisory Board then created a Subcommittee 
on New Mobility to guide the decision-making process and recommended the agency 
abandon the partnership with Lyft and seek out a new MOD provider. 
 
Through a competitive invite-only procurement process, LA Metro reviewed five new 
proposals from MOD providers and selected Via in November 2017. In order to manage 
expectations, LA Metro developed a “term sheet” to serve as a baseline collaboration 
agreement. The term sheet allowed the agency and the MOD provider to continue time-
sensitive planning and work during the formal contract negotiation. The term sheet 
included a general agreement on the provision of wheelchair accessible vans (WAVs) and 
data sharing and, while not a binding legal document, was signed by the chief executive of 
each party. 
 
However, negotiations over site selection, fare integration, data sharing agreements, 
liability, risk-sharing, and more took over a year. An official contract between Via and LA 
Metro was not signed until December 2018 due, in part, to the evolving scope of the project 
and the need for exact cost estimates before the agency's board would approve it. Although 
Via intended to use independent contractors from the start, LA Metro and Via also 
engaged in legal discussions about the use of independent contractors as drivers.iv,23  
 
A complicating factor in the contract negations was the involvement of the project 
research team led by Eno, and the FTA evaluation team led by a consultant with a 
university partner to examine all 11 MOD sandbox projects. In order to properly monitor 
and assess the project, the transit agencies, Eno, and the FTA evaluators needed specific 
data from Via. Developing a data sharing agreement that was acceptable to all these 
parties took significant coordination. The data sharing agreement process included 
provisions on data ownership, variables to be provided, levels and aggregations, and data 
storage and access means. The initial draft of the agreement was prepared in March 2018 
but the final contract between Via and LA Metro was not signed until December of that 
year. 

 
 
iv California AB5, legislation in progress as of the publication of this document, is designed to impede many companies 
from claiming workers are independent contractors. The law will take effect in 2020. 
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The Puget Sound region transit agencies similarly encountered an inability to reach an 
agreement with Lyft on basic project requirements such as data sharing and WAV service. 
The MOD project team wanted to maintain a common provider to enable a two-market 
comparison between Los Angeles and the Puget Sound. After exploring FTA requirements 
for what a lead-grantee Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
(LACMTA) change in service provider means for sub-recipients (Sound Transit and King 
County Metro), Sound Transit realized that in order to maintain the same service provider 
as LA Metro, Sound Transit would not be able to hold the contract with that service 
provider. Without the FTA stating that Sound Transit “shall” rather than “should or 
could” utilize the same service provider as the lead grantee, Sound Transit was not able to 
justify that Via was the only service provider that could meet the project requirements and 
thus was not able to sole source the contract. 
 
Concurrently, another partnership opportunity began to emerge. King County Metro had 
already been trying to work with the City of Seattle to boost transit service in the city's 
Rainier Valley area. However, King County Metro was not able to do so with its existing 
vehicle/driver fleet. King County Metro suggested to utilize the MOD Sandbox project to 
meet the service need. An interagency agreement was signed providing that King County 
Metro would procure the service provider for the project with both agencies as equal 
partners in the grant. Subsequently, Sound Transit, King County Metro, and LA Metro 
developed and worked to execute a tri-agency agreement on the proper payment and 
reimbursement between the parties to deliver the Puget Sound portion of the two-market 
deployment with Via. 
 
King County Metro brought on Via through a sole source procurement. With Seattle's 
sponsorship, the contract expanded from approximately $550,000 to more than $3,000,000. 
In late 2018, King County Metro undertook contract negotiations with Via. The 
contracting process between King County Metro and Via proceeded relatively quickly, as 
nondisclosure agreements (NDAs) and data sharing agreements had already been ironed 
out by the LA Metro contracting process and shared with the Puget Sound area transit 
agencies. Additionally, King County Metro was able to leverage lessons learned from a 
previous contract negotiation with Ford Smart Mobility for contracting a similar turnkey 
first/last mile service. Contracting between Via and King County Metro concluded in 
December 2018 after four months of negotiations. 

3.3 Primary Contract Provisions 
The contracts between LA Metro and Via, as well as King County Metro and Via (with Via 
operating through a subsidiary, “NoMad Transit, LLC”), include details on payment, 
liability, and data sharing. Much of the language is standard for public agency contracts, 
but several provisions are relevant to other MOD projects:  
 
Payment. The FTA awarded $1.35 million to LA Metro for the MOD Sandbox project. This 
was combined with a $400,000 local match that was included in the proposal, as well as 
other local funds. LA Metro’s contract provides up to $2,506,410 to Via for service 
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provision. Approximately one-quarter of the $1.35 million from FTA ($350,000) was 
allocated to the Puget Sound region that had a local match from Sound Transit, and King 
County Metro of $100,000 each. Seattle contributed upwards of $2.7 million for the Via 
service. Via is paid in monthly installments by both agencies throughout the project. 
 
Contract provisions: Sound Transit, King County Metro, and LA Metro all conducted and 
developed independent contracts and agreements between various entities in the project. 
The contracts include a payment provision that transferred the risk of ridership to Via, 
present in the payment structure between Via and LA Metro. Specifically, Via and LA 
Metro agreed on a target of three passengers per vehicle per hour and included a financial 
incentive for Via to meet that target.  
 
The revenue arrangement has LA Metro pay Via monthly for the service, including fixed 
and variable costs for the actual number of driver hours of service. Via collects all fare 
revenue for the MOD service and is required to cap fare costs at $1.75 per rider per trip if 
riders use their electronic Transit Access Pass (TAP) card and $3.75 if they do not. Via can 
choose to charge less, and throughout the project Via promoted both $1 and free rides. Via 
then pays LA Metro a fixed agreed upon monthly amount, illustrated in Figure 3. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Ridership Risk-Sharing Payment Flow (Example from LA Metro) 
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If Via provides more service and has more than three riders per vehicle per hour, they will 
receive a financial bonus. If Via falls short of ridership goals, they bear the financial risk. 
The Puget Sound pilot also sets 2.5 riders per driver hour as a performance target. Per the 
contract, King County Metro gave Via funds at the start of the project towards pre-launch 
expenses. This money was credited back to King County Metro apportioned over each 
monthly invoice for 12 months. Figure 4 shows the payment flow in the Puget Sound 
region. 

 
Figure 4. Ridership Payment Flow (Example from Puget Sound) 

 
Contractor equipment. In Puget Sound, Via is responsible for entering into an agreement with 
a vehicle provider who ensures the maintenance and procurement of vehicles and 
equipment. Drivers in the Puget Sound region rent WAVs and non-WAVs from the car 
rental company Avis. In Los Angeles, Via is responsible for sourcing and registering 
drivers who use their own personal vehicles, as well as facilitating the process for drivers 
to rent WAVs from an outside rental company. Via also holds a contract with a taxi 
wheelchair service in both regions to provide accessible rides if needed. None of the transit 
agencies are responsible for supplying any vehicles to Via or to independent contractor 
drivers.  
 
Labor provisions. Via operates with drivers that are independent contractors, but several 
provisions in the contracts outline specific rules. The contract with LA Metro does not 
allow operators to exceed total shift time of more than 15 hours total, and requires 
operators not work a 10 to 15 hour shift without having a minimum of eight hours of 
consecutive rest time beforehand. LA Metro requires that Via pay all subcontractors and 
independent contractors within seven days of when Via receives its payment from LA 
Metro. King County Metro stipulates a minimum gross hourly rate for drivers. 
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Liability. The liability agreements in both regions include provisions for indemnities, 
limitation of liability, and procurement of insurance. Liability provisions between agencies 
can vary due to agency requirements, local laws, and negotiations between the needs and 
costs of risk.  

3.4 Statements of Work 
The contracts between the agencies and Via hinge on other key documents. The main 
supplemental piece is a statement of work (SOW) between the transit agencies and the 
MOD provider that outline the project set up, project goals, and the specific tasks for the 
MOD provider, including a list of deliverables. The SOW between King County Metro and 
Via is based off the LA Metro/Via SOW and lays out similar plans and requirements with 
a few regional- and programmatic-specific differences. 
 
The parties agreed upon the following six goals (with slight differences in wording 
between Los Angeles and Puget Sound) to guide this project: 
 

1. Improve mobility by increasing ridership for the agency through the pilot service. 
2. Provide a reliable, high quality customer experience. 
3. Ensure optimal utilization of pilot vehicles through efficient aggregation of riders. 
4. Ensure access for disadvantaged populations. 
5. Ensure comparable access to customers requiring ADA-compliant accessible vehicle 

service. 
6. Create cost efficiency for the agency and the contractor. 

 
The Puget Sound region agencies added a seventh goal for the agencies to: 
 

7. Develop efficient tools for measuring and implementing trip linking between the 
pilot service and fixed-route transit.  

 
The tasks assigned to Via and the tasks assigned to the transit agency flow directly from 
the goals and vary slightly between agencies (Table 1). Essentially, the transit agencies 
provide oversight and support, and Via provides operations and outreach including 
payment management. In the Los Angeles region, Via is responsible for the majority of 
marketing and communications, while in the Puget Sound Region, King County Metro is 
leading those tasks. 
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Table 1: Task Assignment for MOD Projects 
Task LA 

Metro 
Sound Transit and/or 
King County Transit 

Via 

Project management X X X 

Access for unbanked customers X X X 

Technology tools (Puget Sound 
scope only) 

  X 

Fare payment configuration X X X 

Fare collection (Puget Sound 
scope only) 

 X X 

Customer service/call center   X 

Marketing and communications X X (lead in Puget Sound) X (lead 
in LA) 

Service for passengers with 
disabilities 

  X 

Data sharing and research 
cooperation 

  X 

Driver acquisition and onboarding   X 

Vehicle supply and maintenance   X 

Technology localization and 
systems 

  X 

Testing of the service prior to 
launch 

  X 

Pilot operation   X 

Performance management (Los 
Angeles scope only) 

X   

Location selection and service 
parameters 

X 
(lead) 

X (lead) X 

Pick-up and drop-off locations at 
stations 

X X  

Providing ADA guidance to Via X X  

 
The SOWs also outline 11 key performance indicators (KPIs) that are designed to evaluate 
the contractor’s performance throughout the duration of the 12 month contract. The 
transit agencies and Via worked together to develop the KPIs and associated targets 
before launching the project (Table 2). Via was reluctant to agree to specific KPI targets 
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prior to service launch due to the uncertainty of the service in both regions. First-
mile/last-mile connection MOD had not yet been tested in either region and Via did not 
have any regionally specific data to support the targets.  
 
For example, a change in service area during the project could affect the proper target for 
ridership. Via suggested waiting until six months in to define the targets, and noted that 
target setting will become easier in the future as more MOD pilots are implemented 
throughout the country. In the end, the agencies preferred to begin the pilot with specific 
targets in the contracts that could be adjusted as the project progresses by agreement from 
all parties. Both regions settled on the same indicators and targets despite the distinctly 
different geographies, ridership, and project parameters.  
 
Table 2: LA Metro/King County Metro/Via Initial Key Performance Indicators 

Key Performance Indicator Target 

Ridership 1,000 trips per week 

Average wait time 10 minutes or less 

Rider feedback Average ride rating of 4.5 

Percent demand met 80% 

Average riders per driver hour 2.5 rides per driver per 
hour 

Percent demand met for call center users 80% 

Average wait time for rides booked through call 
center 

10 minutes or less 

Percent demand met for ADA requests 80% 

Average wait time for ADA requests 10 minutes or less 

Percent rides “shared” 30% 

Source: LA Metro/NoMad Transit, LLC Contract 
 
The SOWs include a data sharing agreement and a requirement that the involved parties 
sign NDAs. Via agreed to share trip-level data as well as report aggregated data weekly 
for selected variables. The trip-level data includes information about the vehicle, pick-up 
and drop-off, details about the request, wait time, trip characteristics such as cost and 
distance, and a de-identified passenger identification, among others. The weekly data 
includes information about Via ridership and ride requests, and vehicle characteristics 
and service details such as detailed vehicle-miles traveled. 
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Most of the discussion over the data sharing agreement focused on which variables to 
include in aggregated reports and which ones to include at the trip-level. The scope 
identifies specific data fields as “trade secret” and accounts for rider privacy in all data 
fields. The SOW requires published data to be aggregated at the week-level (at minimum). 
Researchers and transit agency staff created a compelling case for access to specific data, 
outlining how each variable would help analyze the project and measure success. Notably, 
the variables denoted as trade secrets were only shared because they were deemed 
essential in pilot outcome evaluation.  
 
Both the transit agencies and the researchers have access to certain levels of data for a 
period limited to five years, though the transit agency can keep aggregated data 
indefinitely. The project team accesses the data as a downloadable comma separated value 
(CSV) file through a secure online portal to facilitate data cleaning and analysis at each 
researcher’s home institution. The Puget Sound region data is also accessible through a 
dashboard, as specified in the contract with Via, for ease in data visualization in certain 
performance areas. After the pilot launch in Los Angeles, LA Metro also requested a 
dashboard to allow for ease of data visualization, and Via obliged even though this was not 
specified in the contract.  
 
The SOWs were designed to allow for flexibility in project aspects such as service area but 
maintained funding structures. The transit agencies agreed to subsidize the MOD service 
for the 12-month pilot period, regardless of overall ridership.v The transit agencies also 
included the explicit option to renew with Via for a second year. Within these provisions, 
the MOD provider can determine how many vehicles to place in service based on demand 
and can negotiate service area as long as the changes are in line with the stated project 
goals of increasing equitable first-mile last-mile access to transit stations.  

3.5 NDAs 
Companies that provide MOD services for transit agencies are often start-ups fighting for 
market share. In order to protect trade secrets and other private business information, 
companies require NDAs, as well as other contracts, to safeguard their data and 
intellectual property. 
  
Via required NDAs from all entities involved in the MOD Sandbox project which requested 
access to service data, i.e. the public agencies, research institutions, and Eno. For 
example, Eno signed an initial NDA under the assumption it would cover all of the 
research partners, but Via later requested separate NDAs with each of the universities in 
order grant the researchers access to their data. The bureaucratic university legal process 
is notoriously slow, and the NDA negotiations that began in August 2018 finally resulted 
in completed signed documents in March 2019. 
 

 
 
v As with all LA Metro contracts, this contract includes the possibility of "termination for convenience" which allows the 
agency to terminate the contract at any time for any reason. 
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NDAs are often designed to protect private entities, yet public agencies also need them to 
provide transparency and accountability to the general public. Thus, it is difficult to write 
and agree upon an NDA that balances both public demand for transparency and private 
interests. Complicating matters, the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requires 
federal agencies to make information available to the general public, some by timely 
publishing and some upon request.24  
 
All fifty states have their own version of public records act laws, also known as “sunshine 
laws,” some of which pre-date FOIA. The California Public Records Act requires the 
disclosure of information unless there is a specific reason not to, such as a company 
entering into competitive disadvantage due to the disclosure.25  
 
Washington state has a series of sunshine laws that cover what information should be 
published, how public outreach meetings should be conducted, and what people can 
request from public agencies.26 But a recent case determined that even though 
Washington also has state laws to protects trade secrets, public agencies might be 
required to reveal trade secrets under the state sunshine laws.27 A May 31, 2018 state 
Supreme Court decision determined that records containing trade secrets are not 
categorically excluded from public disclosure under the Public Records Act. This decision 
means that the public can request data, including sensitive trade secrets, from private 
transportation companies when the data is in possession of the city. This results in a lack 
of willingness by some startups to share data directly with public entities.28 
 
All parties were eventually able to reach an agreement with Via for nondisclosure, the 
details of which cannot be discussed in this research. But the agreements do enable 
protection of sensitive data while still allowing for research and analysis to be published 
that communicate the outcomes of the pilot project.   

4. Recommendations 
The following recommendations are intended to provide guidance to the FTA, private 
contractors, and agency staff and leadership when developing programs and contractual 
partnerships for MOD services. These recommendations will help agencies secure 
reasonable terms, enable collaboration with other entities, and manage expectations for 
negotiations and timelines. 
 
Public agencies should balance the benefits of multi-organization collaboration with the benefits of speedier 
implementation. Multi-agency collaboration creates complex projects. Although this 
collaboration can add capacity and inter-regional context, it can also protract timelines. 
Each additional agency or organization has its own contracting, bidding, and procurement 
processes that require additional time and resources for the project. LA Metro took over 
two years from the MOD Sandbox award to launching the pilot due, in part, to the many 
agencies and organizations involved. As sub-grantees, Sound Transit and King County 
Metro faced even greater challenges and delays. However, collaboration can also create 
some efficiency: setting up a contractual relationship between entities can make future 
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contracting simpler, as a paperwork template and a working relationship already exists. 
Under the MOD Sandbox, the flexibility at the federal level led some local agencies to 
streamline their procurement through sole-sourcing contracts.  
 
Public agencies should be aware that MOD service providers require quick turnaround, while MOD service 
providers need to recognize that contracting with public agencies takes time. Contracting between the 
public and private sectors requires give-and-take on both sides. The timeline that public 
agencies are accustomed to can seem long to private companies who do not have the same 
public outreach, board approval, and documentation requirements as public agencies. 
Furthermore, private companies may require additional steps such as NDAs that research 
and public agencies are not accustomed to. When agencies are aware from the beginning 
that there may be major differences, negotiations could potentially move forward more 
smoothly and clearly. 
 
Public agencies should be resolute with service and data needs in contracting with private companies. 
Particularly when they are subsidizing on-demand type services with taxpayer dollars, 
public agencies have tremendous leverage in negotiating contract terms. Of course, all 
contracting requires compromise, but competition among MOD service providers often 
means that agencies can find a partner that is willing to meet most, if not all, of their 
needs. The fact that the LA Metro and Puget Sound agencies were competing for federal 
grant money, rather than pursuing the pilots internally, added substantial length to the 
process. Both pilots switched MOD service providers after initial project development 
moved to the contracting phase, bringing up irreconcilable issues. Regardless, service 
provisions and data sharing needs should be agreed upon in project planning, written 
down in a signed term sheet, and included in the final contract.  
 
Public agencies and the FTA should recognize that special funding sources for testing and pilots can 
streamline procurement but can also introduce unique challenges. Due to the parameters of the MOD 
Sandbox, the LA Metro project team named a service provider in their proposal, cutting 
out a procurement step of the project. However, while flexibility allowed for sole sourced 
procurement, it turned out that the organizations were a poor fit for the specific project 
and the agencies had to go back to find a MOD provider after spending time planning with 
the initial pick. Some of the leniency in the language from FTA led to the need to 
reorganize contract agreements in the Puget Sound region when the switch of MOD 
providers took place and bypassing procurement for a change in providers was not an 
option for Sound Transit. 
 
Public agencies can design MOD contracts to have flexibility to allow for adaptable projects but understand 
that flexibility opens up opportunities for further deliberation. Flexibility from the federal 
government as well as within the project team led to lengthy conversations about service 
elements, especially during the contracting period. At the same time, allowing for 
adaptability based on quantitative data and qualitative experience can help work towards 
project goals. The LA Metro contract with Via allows for service areas to be expanded 
during the pilot to adapt to the outcomes of the initial few months of service. Customers 
may change, marketing and service may have an impact on demand or perception and 
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being able to adjust elements of the project outlined in a contract may be best for all 
parties involved. Contract deliberations can result in a much better project, and project 
sponsors should be ready to invest the time needed to create a meaningful project.   

5. Conclusion 
Mobility on Demand partnerships between public transit agencies and private companies 
involve thorough planning and negotiation during inception to produce a service that can 
meet both sides' goals. Public agency staff and private companies alike should recognize 
that the contracting process may be lengthy, especially when it includes detailed plans 
and information and depends on funding sources and federal, state, and regional context. 
But understanding each party’s motive, assigning expectations early, and negotiating 
contentious topics in a clear contract will provide a solid framework for implementation. 
 
The case study of the Puget Sound and Los Angeles regions’ contracting processes with 
MOD providers provides valuable lessons learned for future similar partnerships. While 
many aspects of the MOD Sandbox program are unique, other funding mechanisms such 
as U.S. DOT’s 2019 Integrated Mobility Integration (IMI) Demonstration program have 
similar structure and federal requirements.29 Furthermore, many elements of the 
procurement process are transferrable regardless of the funding mechanisms. 
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Appendix 
 
Fiscal Year 2016 Mobility on Demand (MOD) Sandbox Program Projects 
 

Project Sponsor Description Funding 

Regional 
Transportation 
Authority of Pima 
County, Arizona 

The Adaptive Mobility with Reliability and Efficiency project, integrating fixed route, 
subscription based ride-sharing and social carpooling services into an existing data platform to 
provide affordable, convenient and flexible service. The project augments transit by addressing 
first mile/ last mile issues and congestion mitigation by incorporating shared ride-on-demand 
services, integrated open payment systems and advanced traveler information systems.  

$669,158 

Valley Metro Rail, 
Inc., Phoenix 

A smart phone mobility platform that integrates mobile ticketing and multimodal trip 
planning. The network will include a range of mobility providers, including ride-hailing, bike 
sharing, and car-sharing companies, allowing all levels of income, age  and people with 
disabilities to have access to an integrated, connected multimodal transportation system. 

$1,001,000 

City of Palo Alto, 
California 

The Bay Area Fair Value Commuting Demonstration project, which aims to reduce single-
occupant vehicle driving from 75% to 50% in the Bay Area. The project includes commuter trip 
reduction software, a mobility aggregation multimodal trip planning app, workplace parking 
rebates and analytics to compare commutes.   

$1,085,000 

Los Angeles 
County 
Metropolitan 
Transportation 
Authority 

A two-region mobility on demand partnership with the car-sharing company, Lyft*, in Los 
Angeles and Puget Sound. The project will explore the viability of first/last mile solutions for 
trips originating and ending at select transit stops. Customers can use the Lyft* app or call a 
dispatcher phone number, providing equity to lower income individuals.  (*Partnership 
changed from Lyft to Via since announcement.) 

$1,350,000 

San Francisco Bay 
Area Rapid 
Transit 

An integrated carpool to transit program that will help users find carpool matches as well as 
match them to their transit destinations. The project will provide a seamless way to reserve 
and pay for in-demand parking spaces at BART stations, allow preferential parking for 
carpoolers while increasing transit ridership by improving access to BART stations. The 
software will include ways to identify drivers with wheelchair-accessible vehicles. 

$358,000 
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Project Sponsor Description Funding 

Pinellas Suncoast 
Transit Authority, 
Florida 

For the Paratransit Mobility on Demand Demonstration, a set of partnerships with a taxi 
company, a paratransit service and a car-sharing company to develop a model to provide more 
cost-effective on-demand door-to-door paratransit service. The project will feature a central 
dispatch software that provides users with a selection of transportation service providers based 
on an estimated time of pickup, available payment types, and physical limitations.  

$500,000 

Chicago Transit 
Authority 

A project that will incorporate the local bike sharing company, Divvy, a 580-station bike share 
service, into CTA's existing transit trip planning app so users can identify the availability of 
bikes or docking stations near their transit stops, and pay for bike rentals. 

$400,000 

Tri-County 
Metropolitan 
Transportation 
District, Oregon 

An Open Trip Planner Share Use Mobility project that will create a platform integrating 
transit and shared-use mobility options. TriMet will build on its existing trip planning app to 
incorporate shared use mobility options and more sophisticated functionality and interfaces, 
including data sharing for shared-use mobility providers. By integrating data, the project will 
allow users to plan trips that address first/last mile issues while traveling by transit. 

$678,000 

Dallas Area Rapid 
Transit 

A project that integrates ride-sharing services into its GoPass ticketing app to solve first and 
last mile issues. This project will combine traveler applications to create an integrated, 
multimodal application that leverages ride-sharing services. The project will improve ease of 
access to DART stations, particularly in non-walkable areas not well served by transit.  

$1,204,000 

Vermont Agency 
of Transportation 

A statewide transit trip planner that will enable flex-route, hail-a-ride, and other non-fixed-
route services to be incorporated in mobility apps. The online trip planner for both fixed and 
flexible transit services particularly benefits non-traditional rural transit system users, 
allowing universal access to transit information, including to people with disabilities.  

$480,000 

Pierce County 
Public 
Transportation 
Benefit Area 
Corporation 

The Limited Access Connections project, an initiative connecting Pierce Transit local service, 
Sound Transit/Sounder regional service, and local ride-share companies in order to increase 
regional transit use. By providing first/last mile service in and between traditional zones, 
guaranteed rides home, and rides to park-and-ride lots, the project will extend service hours 
and provide access to transit for riders who have limited transit options. 

$205,922 

 
Source: Federal Transit Administration 
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